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1. Introduction

This paper takes the high frequency
resonance of Hubei side in Yu to E project
open line test as an example, and analyze in
deeply the stability of the system after MMC
HVDC connected into system. The
correctness of the high frequency resonance
suppression strategy is verified by theoretical
analysis and simulation calculations

Fig.1 Phase frequency characteristics(1)

2. Analysis Methods

（1）The MMC converter impedance model
is established by mathematical analysis.
（2）The AC line impedance model is
established by frequency scanning and then
mathematical fitting.
（3）The Nyquist stability criterion is applied
to determine whether meets the conditions
for generating high frequency resonant.
（4）The converter impedance with a lowpass filter or a nonlinear filter attached to the
feedforward voltage link are analyzed and
calculated by MATLAB.
（5）At the intersection point of the
converter and the AC line impedance
amplitude frequency characteristics, if the
phase difference at the intersection point
does not exceed 180º, the MMC HVDC
system is stability.
（6）The onverter control strategy
optimization.

Fig.2 Phase frequency characteristics(2)
（3）AC line fault crossing at E side

Fig. 3 AC line ground fault in E side
（4）Active power step at E side

Fig. 4 DC power step at converter at E side

4. Conclusions

（1）The converter control loop link delay
3. Simulation verification
and feedforward voltage are the main cause
（1）Supplementary low pass filter in
Of negative damping of the MMC converter
feedforward voltage link of converter
And high frequency resonance.
（2）Supplementary nonlinear filter in
（2）After supplementary a low-pass filter
feedforward voltage link of converter
or a nonlinear filter in the feedforward link,
The high-frequency resonance did not
appear at E side.
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